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COExperience 2020 Virtual
Technifair September 14-16th

Adaptive is a proud sponsor of the upcoming
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COExperience Virtual Technifair on
September 14th – 16th. We will have a

virtual booth during the event. 

COExperience is the premier Dassault
Systèmes user-focused conference where

attendees can assess products and
technologies close-up to evaluate their
relative applicability for emerging needs

around PLM Connect directly with
3DEXPERIENCE.

An Inside Look: 3D Printing
with Metal X - Design to Part 

In recent years, 3D printers have become
streamlined, user-friendly devices useful for

anything from prototyping to tooling, and with
advancements in materials and production,

they can also be valuable resources for
production parts. The Metal X features a new

kind of metal printing and end-to-end
software tracking, making it the simplest way

to manufacture metal parts. 

 Adaptive's Customer
Conference Date has
moved to April 2021

After much deliberation among our
Conference Planning team, we decided
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to reschedule this year’s
Customer Conference to April 2021. 

There are just too many uncertainties this
year around the COVID virus, business
travel limitations, and the economy in

general. We remain committed to holding
an event that is educational, safe, healthy,

and a fun experience for all.

Designing Smart, Safe, and
Connected Electric Vehicles

Electric cars may well be the future of the
automotive industry. Car manufacturers
need to maximize the power of electric
motors while reducing their mass and

electromagnetic losses. In the race for e-
drive, simulation is helping OEMs
reach the best design and optimal

combination of parameters.

White Paper: 5 Levels
of Security in

3DEXPERIENCE Cloud

The ever-growing interest in Software as a
service (SaaS) has necessitated a new

paradigm in requirements for Cloud Security,
since customer information is transferred,

processed, and stored outside the
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customers’ usual environment, emphasis
must be placed on securing this information.

The 3DEXPERIENCE platform offers a cloud
version of its software to enable engineering

teams to collaborate and innovate from
anywhere in the world.

Simulation Tools for
Electromagnetic Interference

The world of electromagnetic devices
is rapidly expanding, to include everything

from smart devices in our homes to medical
devices in and around our bodies.

This technology is opening up
many doors, allowing us to live more

enriching and even healthier lives, but, like
all good things, the technology comes with

potential complications.

On-Demand Webinar: Improve
Your First Article

Inspection/AS9102 Process

Earlier this year, Adaptive joined forces
with DISCUS software to help us meet the

first article inspection needs for our
3D Scanning customers. 
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See how DISCUS FAI software will
accelerate your FAI inspection and support

the documentation process to ensure
compliance for AS9102 and PPAP.

On-Demand Webinar: 5 Ways
to Ensure Business Continuity

for CATIA V5 Users

Preserve your V5 engineering environment
while ensuring your business continuity
by connecting to the 3DEXPERIENCE

platform on the Cloud.

Adaptive and Dassault Systèmes wants
to help you and your company react to

and anticipate any disruption. As a
CATIA V5 user, you can continue to work

from the safety of your home.

3DEXPERIENCE Forum: A
Virtual Journey

Register for the next two sessions of the
3DEXPERIENCE Virtual Forum. Each will

address the latest in topics on manufacturing
and supply chain, design and innovation,

modeling and simulation, and Cloud
solutions. This virtual forum is presented by
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industry leaders, influencers, and
Dassault Systèmes experts.

September 23, 1 pm EST
Modeling and Simulation in the

Age of Experience

October 14, 1 pm EST
Enabling Business Continuity

Using the Cloud

LEASING & FINANCING OFFER!
Learn how leasing can help you get the PLM software, 3D Printing,

or 3D Scanning technology you need sooner rather than later. 

Buy or Lease NOW, PAY LATER - 90 Day Skip Payment Program
Terms from 12 - 60 months
Includes Hardware, Software, Training, Maintenance, etc.
Potential Tax Savings

CONTACT US TODAY: 
See if one of our Deferred Payment Options may be right for you!

 

CUSTOMER FEEDBACK 

“Binod was very pro-active in helping me address the installation issues. Thanks to
continuous job submissions at my end, I was unable to free up the workstation in
question that needed the upgrade - the checks post-installation took some time to

complete. Binod was very patient in working with me through the process - I greatly
appreciate his e�orts.”

 
“Service was excellent. I usually dread calling any tech support because there are
usually several hoops that need to be jumped through and much time is wasted.

From initial contact to completion of issue the process was extremely fast and
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painless - the way it should be. Thank you for a job well done!”
 

“100% as usual. Quick and easy - no fuss.”
 

“Andreas was a straight up champion. Promote this dude.”
 

“Excellent service as always. Special thanks to Barton Schenck.”
 

“The responsiveness to my request for Catia V5 Mentoring support was timely and on
point.”

 
“This is yet another example of stellar support that we have come to expect from the

team at Adaptive.”
 

“Thanks for the continued support.”
 

“Professional and quick reply with details.”
 

“Very responsive! I am very happy with the quality of the support.”
 

“Always very professional.”
 

“Thanks for quick resolution.”
 

“Jerimiah and Anthony stayed until a good part came o� the printer, they were very
helpful.”

 
“Cynde is always helpful with the requests that I submit. Thank you as always for

looking into this!”
 

“All the information provided was exactly what I needed. Thank you for the help.”
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